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Abstract: This paper’s goal is to report the technical and economic analyses made in order to evaluate the 

possibility of implementing a wax deposition prevention and mitigation system in an existent vertical well. For such 

an end the possible techniques are enlisted, along with a judgmental review of its validity for the studied case. The 

theoretical background of oil flow, wax precipitation and its deposition in vertical wells is synthetized, including flow 

and temperature models. Furthermore, brief references are made to the numerical models conceived to simulate 

the deposition both in MATLAB and HYSYS environments. For such models the crude oils properties are of 

paramount importance and, therefore, an extended description of the conducted laboratorial analyses and data 

processing is provided, including WAT computation. The site conditions are introduced and its most important 

factors highlighted, also, the current well infrastructure is shortly described. Bearing that information in mind, three 

practical setups are introduced and its technical feasibility is discussed. The selected setup results are delivered 

and the steps towards its design and implementation are enlisted. Among several references to the solar thermal 

system associated with the well heating solution, the results of a global economic evaluation are shown.      
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the naturally occurring hydrocarbons that compose crude oils are alkanes, or paraffin 

hydrocarbons, with the chemical formula CnH2n+2. While paraffins align as long straight chain molecules, 

a group of normal paraffins, with 16 or more carbon atoms that form crystalline solid substances at 20ºC, 

are known as wax. Decreasing the temperature, the dissolved paraffins align together. As cooling 

proceeds, the paraffins form a solid crystalline wax structure. Crystal growth leads to high molecular 

weight wax, resulting in precipitation out of the crude oil. Such temperature is named wax appearance 

temperature (WAT) or cloud point. 

Once wax occurs naturally in crude oil, wax deposition is likely at every step from reservoir to the 

refinery. Such wax deposits reduce the net internal diameter and affect other production equipment. 

Furthermore, severe wax deposition can lead to a complete halt in production, which can turn into 

substantial financial losses. One can count many ways to prevent or remediate wax deposition: thermal 

methods like heating and insulating the infrastructure or introducing hot fluids above WAT to melt or 

prevent wax deposition, chemicals injection to modify wax crystal, adding wax-degrading bacterium 

(Zhang, 2016), as well as pigging (mechanical removal), which is a remediation solution. 

Considering this problem, two existent vertical wells where wax deposition has been reported, were 

used to evaluate the application of a solution for prevention and remedial of such effects. In order to 

enable the technical evaluation, a comprehensive study of the wells flow and wax deposition dynamics 

was performed, including extensive numerical simulations, as well as several laboratory tests to the 

crude oils properties. 

Among several thermal methods studied for the practical situations, hot fluids injection has proven to be 

the most adequate, technically and economically. The application of such a solution to one of the vertical 

wells under analysis is detailed in this paper. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP TO DETERMINE WAT, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULT ANALYSIS  

The two available methods for WAT determination, at this study, were viscosimetry tests and differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC). Both were performed for two crude oils named X and Y. 

Viscosimetry tests were performed under ASTM D4402 guidelines. The procedure can be summarized 

into the following steps:  

Allow the instrument to warm up before conducting analyses. Set the temperature controller to the 

desired test temperature. Select an apparatus-measuring geometry that will develop a resisting torque 

between 10 and 98% of the instrument capacity at the selected speed. Preheat the sample chamber 

and the selected apparatus-measuring geometry until temperature equilibrium has been obtained. Add 

the 50 ml of crude oil inside the sample chamber. Bring the sample to the desired temperature within 

and allow it to equilibrate at the desired test temperature before beginning the measurement. Measure 

both the viscosity and the torque.  

If torque readings are above 98% of the 

instrument capacity at the lowest test 

temperature, decrease the speed of rotation of 

the apparatus-measuring geometry and 

continue with the test. If the torque reading is 

below 10 % of the instrument capacity at the 

highest test temperature, increase the speed of 

rotation of the apparatus geometry, and continue 

with the test. 

Figure 1 shows both the viscometer and the 

cryostat used for the tests, while figures 2 and 3 

show viscosimetry tests results for both X and Y 

oils. 

 

Figure 1 – Viscometer 

WAT determination resulted from intersecting two straight lines, adjusted to the attained test points, over 

a logarithmic scale, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2 – Viscosimetry results – Oil X 

 
Figure 3 – Viscosimetry results – Oil Y 

The assessed temperature was WAToil X=36.4ºC and WAToil Y=33.0ºC. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is an effective tool to characterize the WAT, as it measures the 

heat flow from or to the sample when the sample is heated or cooled (Netzsch, 2010). Figure 4 shows 

the equipment: 
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Figure 4 – Differential scanning calorimetry 

Since crystallization will give out heat, it will show up as an exothermic peak during cooling in the DSC 

curve. Only a small amount of oil sample is needed for DSC procedure (10 mg). Preparing a sample for 

analysis it’s necessary to ensure that the suspended waxes will be melted. To such an end, the crude 

oil is pre-heated. A 10 mg sample is injected into the DSC stainless steel hermetic pan. The lid is inserted 

on top of the pan and compressed to form a seal. ASTM 4419 procedures were followed. 

The hermetically-sealed pan prevents any evaporation of oil at high temperature. The temperature 

parameters are set for a maximum temperature of 80 ̊ C to a minimum of -60 ̊ C at a rate of 10˚C/minute. 

Once the DSC completed the assessments, thermograme were produced. As the oil sample is cooled 

from the maximum temperature, the heat trace measures the energy at each temperature. Once the 

paraffins begin to precipitate, the exothermic reaction of crystallization is recorded. This temperature is 

determined to be the Wax Appearance Temperature (WAT). In order to determine the wax appearance 

temperature, only the cool down phase was selected from the heat flow (see Figure 5). 

  
Figure 5 – Thermograme oil X (left). Thermograme oil Y (right) 

The onset temperature was calculated by adjusting the lines to find the tangent onset point where the 

slope changes. The calculated temperature was WAToil X=36.4ºC and WAToil Y=33.0ºC. 

Wax precipitation curves are computed as the integral area below the exothermic reaction and the base 

line on the thermograme (Chen J. et al, 2003). 

  
Figure 6 – Wax precipitation curve – Oil X (left). Wax precipitation curve – Oil Y (right) 

To determine the wax melting point it was used commercial paraffin, as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 – Thermograme for commercial paraffin 

It was possible to conclude that the melting point is above the WAT. In this particular case it’s necessary 

to heat the paraffin to 57.1ºC to convert solid wax to liquid. 

3. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Temperature profiles along the wells were simulated through MATLAB programming. For such an end, 

two distinct models – Flow and Temperature – were built and joined in a single, comprehensive one. 

Flow model simulates fluid properties variation with pressure and temperature, while Temperature 

model simulates the heat exchange between the well and the surroundings, along the well length. The 

crude oil characteristics were obtained from HYSYS, using the information of the True Boiling Curves. 

3.1. FLOW MODEL - HAGEDORN-BROWN CORRELATION AND GRIFFITH CORRELATION 

The modified Hagedorn-Brown method is an empirical correlation evolved from the work of Hagedorn 

and Brown (1965). Its modifications include assuming zero no-slip liquid holdup while the original 

correlation predicts a liquid holdup value less than the no-slip holdup, and the use of Griffith correlation 

(Griffith and Wallis 1961) for the bubble flow regime. The original Hagedorn-Brown correlation takes the 

following form, expressed in U.S. field units as: 

∆h= 144∆P-ρm



∆ �vm22g �
ρm



+ f×q2×M22.9652×1011×D5×ρm





 Equation 1 

Where, ∆P is the pressure difference (psi), ρm



 is in-situ average density (lbm/ft3), f is the Darcy-Weisbach 

friction factor (-), q is the mass flux (bbl/day), M is total mass flow rate (lbm/bbl), D is the inner diameter 

(ft), vm is the mixture velocity (ft/s) and ∆ℎ depth difference (ft). ρm



=ρLHL+ρG�1-HL  Equation 2 vm=vSL+vSG Equation 3 

Where, ρL is liquid density (lbm/ft3), ρG is in-situ gas density (lbm/ft3), vSL superficial velocity of liquid 

phase (ft/s), vSG superficial velocity of gas phase (ft/s) 

Superficial velocity of a specific phase is defined as the volumetric flow rate of the phase divided by the 

pipe cross-sectional area. The third term in the right-hand-side of Equation (5.27) quantifies pressure 

change due to kinetic energy change, usually unimportant for oil wells. 

Determining the value for liquid holdup is critical in calculating pressures. The modified Hagedorn and 

Brown correlation (1965) computes liquid holdup from three charts, using the following dimensionless 

numbers: Liquid velocity number (NVL); Gas velocity number ($%&), Pipe diameter number ($'), Liquid 

viscosity number ($(): NVL=1.938×vSL×�ρL σ⁄  1 4-  Equation 4 

NVG=1.938×vSG×�ρL σ⁄  1 4-  Equation 5 

ND=120.872×D×�ρL σ⁄  1 2-  Equation 6 
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NL=0.15726×μL×�1 ρLσ3⁄  1 4-  Equation 7 

Where, D is the conduit inside diameter (ft), 0 liquid-gas interfacial tension (dyn/cm) and μ1 is liquid 

viscosity (cP). CNL parameter is determined in the Hagedorn and Brown first chart based on NL. Lyons et al. (2016) 

found that this chart can be replaced by the following correlation with acceptable accuracy:  

CNL=0.0019+0.0322×NL-0.6642×NL2+4.9951×NL31-10.0147×NL+33.8696×NL2+277.2817×NL3  Equation 8 

After CNL computation, its value can be used to obtain the ratio, Φβ: 

Φβ=5 NLVNGV0.5756 � P14.7�
0.10 �CNLND � Equation 9 

where P is the absolute pressure (psi) at the location where pressure gradient is to be calculated, and 

14.7 psi is atmospheric pressure. The value of this ratio, Φβ, can then be used as an entry in the following 

equation to determine 
HLψ : 

HLψ =50.0047+1123.32×Φβ+729489.64×Φβ2
1+1097.1566×Φβ+722153.97×Φβ2 6

12
 Equation 10 

Parameter ψ value can be determined from the Hagedorn and Brown third chart, using the ratio (Φα): Φα= 9NVGNL0.380: ND2.14⁄  Equation 11 

The third chart can be replaced by the following correlation with satisfactory accuracy Lyons et al. 

(2016): 

ψ=1.0886-69.9473×Φα+2334.3497×Φα2-12896.683×Φα31-53.4401×Φα+1517.9369×Φα2-8419.8115×Φα3  Equation 12 

Finally, the liquid holdup (HL) can be calculated by: 

HL=�HLψ �×ψ Equation 13 

The Reynolds number for the two-phase mixture is defined as: 

Re=2.2×10-2 q×MD9μLHL: =μG�1-HL > 
Equation 14 

The modified Hagedorn-Brown method uses the Griffith correlation for the bubble flow regime, valid 

when B<LB. Where: B=vSG vm⁄  Equation 15 LB=A1.071-0.2218�vm2 D⁄  	if	LB>0.130.13																																if	LB≤0.13  Equation 16 

If neglecting the kinetic energy pressure drop term, the Griffith correlation in U.S. field units is: 

∆h=144 F∆P× �1- wt×qgas4637×A2×PL�Mρm



+τf  
Equation 17 

Where τf is the friction losses (lbm/ft3). 

Griffith correlation expresses the liquid holdup as: 

HL=1- 12 O1+ qtvsA -P�1+ qtvsA�2 - 4qgasvsA Q Equation 18 

where vs= 0.8 ft/s, A is area (ft2), qt is volumetric flow (ft3/s) and qgas is gas volumetric flow (ft3/s). 

The Reynolds number used to obtain the friction factor is based on the in-situ average liquid velocity, 

expressed as 

Re=2.2×10-2 q×MDμL  Equation 19 
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3.2. TEMPERATURE MODEL (BASED ON INCROPERA ET AL, 2007) 

When the surrounding mean temperature is kept constant in time, the temperature along the well can 

be expressed as: 

Tfluid�x =Toutside+�Tinlet-Toutside exp 5- UπDm\ Cp x6 Equation 1 

Where Tfluid(x) is the temperature at distance x (ft) from the entry point (ºF), Toutside is the surrounding 

mean temperature (ºF), Tinlet is the temperature at the entry point (ºF), U is the overall heat transfer 

coefficient, considering the internal well area (Btu/(ft2.hr.ºF), D is the well internal diameter (ft), m\  is the 

fluid’s mass flow rate (lbm/s) and  Cp is the fluid’s heat capacity (Btu/(lb.ºF)). 

4. SITE DATA. POSSIBLE PARAFFIN WAX DEPOSITION MITIGATION & PREVENTION TECHNIQUES  

In order to set up a strategy to prevent further wax deposition, critical attention should be paid not only 

to the possible, technically and economically viable solutions, but also to the current well dynamics and 

site conditions.  

Among the most common techniques for wax deposition prevention, thermal methods were selected for 

its efficiency and simplicity. Therefore, economically viable solutions will depend on energy availability 

and cost. Considering WAT moderate values attained for both tested crude oils, there is a good chance 

to capture and seize sunlight thermal energy. Such a renewable solution, beyond economically 

attractive, will be very reliable and sustainable. 

The site climate characteristics are very 

favourable for a solar thermal solution. The 

average, daily maximum and minimum mean 

temperatures are shown in figure 10, for each 

month, considering a 37 year long period.  

Further data was attained from PVsyst 5.31 

database and confirmed with local 

meteorological services. Among the most 

relevant values are the mean daily least solar 

radiation of 16 MJ/(m2day) and the mean daily 

least sunlight duration of 7 hours/day. 

 

Figure 8 – Monthly average temperatures 

Despite having implemented the solution for two wells, A and B, this paper reports only one of those – 

“A” well. Its 7.8 m3/day production is composed by oil and water in a proportion of 80% - 20%, 

approximately. The productive reservoir depth range is 479.5 m to 481.5 m, where the oil temperature 

is 110ºF.  The well physical components are an interior 2.7/8‘’ tubing, an exterior 7’’ casing and an outer 

average 8’’ thick mortar layer. Inside the tubing there is also a pump, with a 7/8’’ rod. The volume 

between tubing and casing is occupied with oil at greater depths. Such submergence has varied, in 

recent years, between 111 m and 140 m.  

Two types of thermal solutions were investigated. One using insulation to limit the oil heat loss inside 

the tubing and other using a heating system between tubing and casing. The first solution is shown in 

Figure 9. Its main advantage is not requiring external energy consumption, while some disadvantages 

are the difficulty and cost of installing a significant amount (3.5 m3) of insulating material. The ideal 

insulation material is the urethane foam, since it has the lowest thermal conductivity among widespread 

commercial materials. 
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Figure 9 – Insulation solution Figure 10 – Serpentine tube setup Figure 11 – Serpentine tube 

For the second thermal solution two setups were studied. While the target in both cases is to heat the 

tubing, the heating flow and materials are different. One option uses a tube with a serpentine excavated, 

which allows a helix shaped flow along the tubing perimeter. Once the flow reaches maximum desired 

depth, a vertical hole brings the heating fluid back to the surface. This option is shown in Figure 10 and 

Figure 11. 

 
 

The other analysed setup 

includes an intermediate 5’’ 

steel tube that creates two 

equal volumes. One for 

downwards flow and other for 

upwards flow of the heating 

fluid. This setup is shown in 

Figure 12 and Figure 13. It is 

important to mention that the 

maximum flow depth is 

regulated by the introduction of 

a steel disc, above which a 

mortar casing is casted.  

Figure 12 – Intermediate tube setup 
(section)  

Figure 13 – Intermediate tube 
setup (elevation) 

Some remarks are common for all the three setups. Its maximum depth is always limited by the oil 

submergence depth between tubing and casing, once going beyond it would change the wells operating 

conditions, which could either reduce the production or increase its water content. Other important 

remark is that these techniques effectiveness can be regarded as the capacity of keeping oil temperature 

above WAT all along the well length. 

As important as attaining conclusions on the effectiveness and implementation of good solution is to 

discuss the setbacks that make other ones less effective or still unable to be executed. Further research 

is likely to overcome such difficulties and enlarge the range of possible solutions. 
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Figure 14 – Insulation technique: Temperature profile 

Such a case happens with the insulation solution. 

On one hand it has proven a remarkable capacity 

for preventing the heat loss inside the tubing, as 

can be seen in Figure 14, where the continues 

black line, in contrast with the dashed one that 

results from the oil temperature profile simulation 

without the insulation solution, proves that the 

temperature profile can be kept with minimal 

changes along the length where the insulation 

solution is implemented. On the other hand, 

since oil temperature is already below WAT at 

the depth where the solution can be 

implemented, it will not prevent wax precipitation. 

This can be an excellent solution, but only for the 

cases where oil temperature is above WAT at 

start. In this case, beyond preserving 

temperature, a heating solution is required. 

 

The serpentine tube solution has interesting features, namely the ability for combining a heating solution 

with an insulation one, if the tube material is designed for such an end. This setup has been widely used 

in laboratory conditions (Figure 11). However, there is a major concern on using it at great depths, as 

there is, currently, no commercial solution with a material that is able to bear such pressures and, 

furthermore, prevent the leakage between the tubing and the helix flow.  

5. A SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEM APPLIED TO WAX DEPOSITION MITIGATION AND PREVENTION  

Among the formerly investigated possible paraffin wax 

deposition mitigation and prevention solutions, the heating 

solution with the intermediate steel tube has proven to be 

the most adequate one for the present case study. 

Numerical simulations, whose results are synthetized in 

Figure 15, compare the reference situation – without the 

heating solution in a black dashed line – with the flow 

temperature with the heating effect (black continuous line) 

as well as with the WAT (red line), the heating fluid 

temperature (in blue, both for downward and upward flows) 

and the geothermal profile (in light brown). 

One can observe that, by injecting the heating fluid at a 

moderate temperature (47ºC), is possible to heat the oil 

flow above WAT (even if such temperature was not being 

attained in natural conditions) and maintain such threshold, 

avoiding wax precipitation. 

The well own oil was used as heating fluid, assuring 

availability and avoiding the need for external provisions, 

transport and storage.  

 
Figure 15 – Temperature Profile 

The solar thermal setup that captures sunlight energy, transforms and storages it as heating fluid and 

provides a continuous flow of heating through the well surroundings is composed by two hydraulic 
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systems that change energy through a heat exchanger. The primary system absorbs solar radiation in 

the collector (a CPC – Solar Compound Parabolic Collector was chosen, concerning the desired 

temperature and flow rate) and delivers the energy through a heating primary circuit, filled with heating 

fluid, to the heat exchanger, which is located inside an insulated steel reservoir. After passing through 

the exchanger, the primary circuit returns to the collector. 

The secondary system gathers energy from the exchanger in the heating fluid, inside the steel reservoir, 

and pumps it into the well. The flow passes through isolated steel tubing until is injected in the volume 

created between the well casing and the new intermediate tube. Once arrived to the maximum depth, 

limited by the new steel ring and casing, the flow moves upwards through the volume between the tubing 

and the new steel tube. At the surface it is collected and retrieved to the steel reservoir. While circulating 

inside the well, que heating fluid heats the oil flow. Backup systems were also considered. 

For this system mechanical design a spreadsheet was built, where all the energy balances were 

considered, along with que equipment efficiency and losses. The goal was to assure the injection of 

47ºC heating fluid to the well, at the worst case scenario, considering monthly mean lower atmospheric 

temperatures as well as the monthly mean least sun radiation and sun exposure time. 

From these calculations it was concluded that the collectors area should not be lower than 45 m2, the 

steel reservoir should be cylindrical, with a volume of 3,62 m3, the secondary system heating fluid 

volume should be, at least, 7,5 m3 and the new steel tube should be 330 m long. 

 

Figure 16 – Solar Thermal System Setup 

The wax deposition prevention solution benefits result from multiple risks reduction. Among those risks 

one can count the production decrease and breakdown and the equipment damage and loss. 

Furthermore, some other gains can be taken into account, such as the production increase or pump 

energy consumption savings due to the viscosity decrease by keeping the flow at higher temperatures. 

Therefore, the economic balance should be established comparing the investment cost with the value 

of risks reduction, which can only be known by the oil producer and may vary significantly from well to 

well. However, it is fair to say that, keeping the flow temperature over WAT, the risks associated with 

wax deposits will be negligible. 

This solution initial cost has been valued in 93 600 € and the yearly costs in 3 500 €. Considering the 

equipment life of 20 years, its residual value equal to its dismantling cost and a yield tax of 5%, the total 

investment is valued in 137 000 € per well.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS  

Among the three studied possible thermal solutions for wax deposit prevention, it was possible to draw 

the following conclusions:  

Implementing an insulation technique in the volume between the tubing and the casing can be 

technically viable, since urethane foam proved to be thermally very efficient solution, but it is useless if 

the oil temperature is already below WAT. 

A heating solution with a helix shaped flow in a serpentine excavated tube may be an interesting solution, 

combining heating and insulation, but adequate materials and technology haven’t been found by the 

author of this study. 

The heating solution provided by injecting a heating fluid in a downward flow and retrieving it, in an 

upward flow, both separated by an intermediate steel tube placed in the volume between the tubing and 

the casing is technically feasible. Furthermore, good results have been attained in numerical 

simulations, meaning that only a slight flow rate of ordinary heating fluid at a moderate temperature can 

be sufficient to heat the oil flow above WAT in the assessed well. The economic analysis also provided 

encouraging results, with a total investment valued in 137 000 € per well. 

However, it is important to stress out that the initial flow temperature and the submergence depth (which 

limits the solution reach) are of paramount importance and will lead to very different results, in terms of 

this solution applicability, for different wells. 
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